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Security Hold: 

Vitality Medical 

7910 S 3500 E 

STEC 

Salt Lake City, UT 84121 

A hold is a pre-authorization on your card that a merchant uses to ensure that product is returned. A hold will lower your 
available balance, limiting the money you can spend, but it does not reduce your posted or actual balance until the hold is 
finalized. The hold will fall off of your account once the concentrator is returned and the account has been reconciled. 

Loss or Damage: In the event any item(s) rented shall become lost, stolen, destroyed beyond repair and rendered permanently 
unfit for use, I give consent for Vitality Medical to hold a security deposit of the base value of the concentrator and batteries 
on the credit card listed. 

The amount held for the security hold is detailed below. Upon returning the rental items, we will subtract any additional rental 
days (per tracking). If unit is damaged we will deduct for repair costs before removing the security hold. 

By signing below you are agreeing to the above terms and consent VITALITY MEDICAL to authorize an additional security 
deposit hold* on your credit card. 

Signature (of patient or responsible party) 

Security Deposit Details: 

Unit Name: Simplygo Value: $ 2,595.00 

Date 

Battery Quantity: x $ 175.00 Value:$ ___ _ 
Less Base Rental (Excluding Shipping): -$ ___ _ 

Total Security Deposit: $ ___ _ 

$ 

Internal Reconciliation- Do Not Fill This Section 

Tracking Return Date: ___________ _ 

Received Date: ______________ _ 
Total Additional Rental Days: _______ _

Any Net Additional Charges: _______ _ 

No Smoking Policy:  Smoking of any kind is prohibited in the presence of the oxygen concentrator whether it’s in operation or 
turned off. In the event the unit comes back and has been exposed to smoke, we will charge $150 plus the cost of the replacement 
filters for that unit. This amount will be deducted from the Security Hold. 


